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Title word cross-reference

$105.95$ [Wel21]. $120.00$ [CF22, Ste22]. $130.00$ [MV20]. $140.00$ [Che21].
$28.00$ [Fle22, Knu21]. $29.95$ [Wel20]. $32.00$ [Boo21, Par20]. $32.95$
[Kim20b, Per22a]. $38.95$ [Joh20]. $54.95$ [Ben21]. $64.99$ [FA20]. $79.95$
[Ben21, BS20b, Lun20]. $79.99$ [Shi20]. $89.95$ [Lee21, Rot22, You21]. $D$
[GFY20]. $F$ [Chr22b, GH22a, GH22b, Har22b]. $M$ [GFY22]. $P$
[ZSB22, BB19, Fou20, Kli22, Pes20, SY21]. $r$ [vdHZ22]. $\rho$ [vdHZ22]. $t$
[GLW20]. $\tau$ [vdHZ22]. $x+y$ [Knu21]. $X/(X+Y)$ [Arn20]. $Y/(X+Y)$ [Arn20].

*-estimator* [GFY22]. -test [Chr22b, GH22b, Har22b, GH22a]. -Tests
[GLW20]. -Value [SY21, GFY20]. -Values
[BB19, Fou20, Kli22, Pes20, ZSB22].

/2021 [Lee21].

0 [Che21, Par20].

1
1 [Wel20]. 19 [CTÁM22, LBV+22, Li22].
2 [Boo21, Fle22]. 29-36 [HJQ20b].
30-Day [PS21]. 3rd [CF22, Ni22].
4 [MV20, Rot22]. 4th [Fle21b].
5 [FA20, Per22a, Shi20].
6 [Kim20b, Knu21, Lun20, Wel21].
7 [CF22]. 73 [Fou20]. 74 [KX20, MH21, Tar20]. 75 [VW21].
8 [Joh20, Ste22].

BS20b, KBS22, LJ20, Lun20, Ngu21, Rot22, WSCP22. Approaches
Wan23. Approximation [O’N21]. Arbitrarily [Hua23]. Archetypal
Assignment [AB23], Assignment-Control [AB23]. Associated
Assumption [BBB+21]. Assumptions [GFB+20, SLS22]. Astros [EM22].
Asymmetric [HY23]. Attack [LCHL22]. Attention [GBB20]. Authentic

B [SH22b]. Bang [EM22]. Baseball [GWJ22]. Based [BH21, BKL+22,
Chr22a, EIS20, HDDL22, Kli22, Lip23, WLL20, dMSNK23, PW21, Shi20].
Basic [Boo21, Fle22, Knu21, Par20, Wel21, You21]. Basis [Spi23].
Basketball [YRD22]. Bayes
BM20, Bi21b, BMM21, CMB20, FG20, Gho20, Kli22, LMB21, Lig21.
Bayes-Frequentist [Bic21b]. Bayesian
BS20a, Bi21a, CTÃM22, DH22b, GLW20, HYW23, Har22a, HJB21,
KMG+21, KBSM23, KGL+21, Li22, LBM21, Mul23, PW21. Be
[ZBB+22]. Between [GWJ22, SH22a, Zha21a]. Beyond [Li22, Lee21]. Bias
[BDG+22, Bla20, FSOW21, LAMM22]. Biases [LD21]. Bibliographical
[KP20]. Bidding [Kva21]. Big [Per22a, Qiu20]. Binary
[De 20, JSHZ21, P21]. Binge [GBB20]. Binge-Watching [GBB20].
Binomial [LR20, Ngu21, SH22a]. Biology [FA20]. Biopharmaceutical
Boca [Ben21, BS20b, Che21, Joh20, Lee21, Lun20, MV20, Rot22, Ste22,
Wel20, You21]. Böhnning [MV20]. Book [Ben21, Boo21, BS20b, Che21,
CF22, Fle22, FA20, Joh20, Kim20b, Knu21, Lee21, Lun20, MV20, Ni22,
Par20, Per22a, Rot22, Shi20, Ste22, Wel20, Wel21, You21]. Books
[Boo21, Fle22, Knu21, Par20]. Bootstrap [XGH+20]. both [LAMM22].
Bottai [Chr22a, Lip23]. Boundary [DP20]. Bouveyron [Shi20]. Box

[FA20, Shi20]. Can [EM22, Qiu20, WSCP22, ZZZ21]. Cannibalism
Cary [Wel21]. Case [Che21, FH21, WSCP22]. Case-Control [WSCP22].
Causal [AB23, GFB+20, KS21, dMSNK23]. Causality [BS20a].
Cautionary [HY23]. Celeux [Shi20]. Centering [GGP20]. Centers
Chapman [Ben21, BS20b, Che21, Joh20, Lee21, Lun20, MV20, Rot22, Ste22,
Wel20, You21]. Charles [Shi20]. Charts [Fle21a]. Checking [Bic21a]. Chen
[WA22]. Cheng [Knu21]. Christensen [GH22b]. Christophe [Che21]. City
Differences [Ros22]. Differentiable [HGK+22]. Dimensional [JSHZ21].
Directional [Ber21, Che21, MH20, MH21]. Directionality [MGM20].
Disciplinary [Wan23]. Discovery [HL22]. Discrete [Hua23].
Disease [Li22]. Display [Hoa20, Ros22]. Distributed [Cha23].
Distributions [Hua23, Lig21, NR22]. Distributive [Rei21].
divergence [PW21]. divergence-based [PW21]. Does [JDC20, PS21].
[CF22, Wan23]. During [CTAM22].
Editor [KX20, GWJ22, Hoa20, HJQ20b, MH21, VW21, Zha21c].
Editorial [Ano20b]. eds [MV20]. Education [DH22b, KPC+20]. Eect [KBF21].
effects [Ber21, LBM21, MH20, MH21, Mul23]. Efficient
[HDDOV22, JSHZ21]. Eigenvalues [Wal20]. EIV [LZ20]. Elizabeth
Entropy [VV21, Zha21b]. Environment [HHL21]. Epidemic [CTAM22].
EQuality [FS20, MWM22]. Equations [HB22b]. Equivalence [SH22b].
Erroneous [GFB+20]. Error [VW21, Zha21b, vZG22]. Errors
[Bic21b, LAMM22]. Estimate [Cha23]. Estimates
[KBF21, LR22, LD21, vZG22]. Estimating [Bic21b, HB22b, PGW22].
Estimation [DP20, HJQ20a, HJQ20b, XX20, VW21, Zha21b].
Estimator BM20, GFY22, QSL23. Estimators [GGK20, LJY22, Por22]. Ethical
Events [LL20]. Evidence [Pes20, Spi23]. Exact [Lig21, RP21]. Example
[Gho20]. Examples [Arn20, Che20, Zha21a]. Exceedance [Seg21].
Excellence [Per22b]. Experiment [Gra20]. Experiments
[HDM21, JN22, KKS+21]. Expert [FH21]. Explained [ZZZ21].
Exploratory [LD21, Ni22]. exploring [SRSK22]. Expressing [RY22].
Extension [SK20]. Extensions [KP20, Oga20]. Extreme [EIS20, LL20].

Facilitating [Fre21]. Fact [Har22a]. Factor [FG20, LMB21, RP21]. Factors
[BMM21, CMB20, Kii22, Lig21]. Fail [CZ22]. False [HL22]. Fast [BS21].
Feature [BS20b]. Few [EIS20]. Fiction [Har22a]. Fields [BS21]. Fires
[AGK+21]. First [CTAM22]. Five [KS21]. FL [Ben21, BS20b, Che21, Joh20, 
Lee21, Lun20, MV20, Rot22, Ste22, We20, You21]. Flexible [HGK+22].
Follmann [McI22]. Forecasts [YRD22]. Forest [SLS22, ZZNN20]. Forget
[Han20]. Form [RP21]. Fostering [YW20]. Foulley [Fou20]. Found
[GWJ22]. Fractional [XGH+20]. Fractional-Random-Weight [XGH+20].
Frailty [Cha23]. Framework [NMVBB20]. Frameworks [LZ20].
Frequency [vDJ20]. Frequentist [Bic21b]. Fresh [Rot22]. Function
[Cha23, QSL23]. Functions [FK21, HDDOV22, SW21]. Fundamentals
[Fle21b]. Further [Arn20, Zha21a]. Future [DH22b].
Mixed [Wel21], Mixture [KP20, LJY22], Mobility [CTAM22], Model [Bic21a, Boo21, BD21, Chr22b, FO21, GH22a, GH22b, Har22b, KBSM23, LJY22, MB20, Man20, Por22, RP21, Tar20, Shi20].

Model-Based [Shi20], Modeling [AGK21, BH21, FG20, HK+22, MSS21, NCK+22, SCW20]. Models [Bla20, Cha23, De 20, Lee21, LZ20, WLL20, Wel21, ZH22, dMSNK23, BS20b, You21]. Modern [Che21, FA20, FA20], Modified [LMB21]. Moments [LJY22, Ngu21, WA22], Mónica [Ben21], Monitoring [Bar22], Monotonic [vdHZ22], Monte [TT21], Mortality [FSOW21], Multilevel [Lee21], Multinomial [Chr20, Lig21, Sza19].

Multiple [Che20, Lee21, LR22, LR20, NMVBB20, SH22a], Multivariate [McI22]. Murphy [Shi20]. My [Swa20], Myths [vdHZ22].

National [YRD22], NC [Wel21], Need [Boo21], Network [MSS21]. Neutralizing [DND+20], Newcombe [SH22a], Nicholas [Ste22], NJ [CF22]. Nonlinear [Mul23], Nonnegligible [Ber21, MH20, MH21]. Nonparametric [DP20, LZ20], Normal [Gal20, Gho20, LD21], Normally [Cha23]. Note [CMB20, GGP20, SCW20]. Null [Bic21b, Bic21a, HR23, LMB21]. Number [LB21, NMVBB20, Ho21].

NY [Fle22, Par20].

O [Fou20], Object [Ram23], Objective [PW21], Observational [WSCP22], Observed [JN22], Occupancy [O’N21], Ockham [RP21], Old [Gra20, LH21]. One [BD21, HHL21, McI22, SY21], One- [SY21], One-Sided [McI22], One-Way [BD21], Online [SCW20], Optimal [BKL+22, Chr22a, Lip23], Optimality [AMS22], Optimized [KK+21]. Optimizing [KM+21], OptSig [Kim20a], Order [BMM21, MWM22]. Oriented [Ram23], Outcome [Chr20, Sza19, WSCP22, YRD22], Outcomes [BMM21]. Overdispersed [MB20], Oxford [Kim20b, Per22a].

P [FA20, Jolb20, Wel20], Package [Kim20a], Page [Boo21], Pair [Ros22, WSCP22], Paired [HY23], Pairwise [BD21, Muk22], Pandemic [LBV+22], Paper [Swa20], paperback [Wel21], Paradox [Ald21, DND+20]. Parallel [LB21], Parameter [HYW23, PGW22, WLL20]. Parameterization [FO21], Parameterizations [GFHK20], Parity [BdBG+22], Participation [Gel23], Pattern [Per22a], Patterns [SW21].

Paul [Lee21], Pearson [vdHZ22], Penney [SRSK22], Penney-Ante [SRSK22], Penzer [You21], Percentage [GWJ22, Van21], Performance [DND+20], Permutation [CZ22], Personalized [GF+20], Perspective [Bar22], Perspectives [KGL+21, vDJ20], Peter [MV20], Phantom [Per22a], Phlegon [Hoa20], Pitfalls [Kim20b], Planning [GFHK20, Per22b].

Play [Fle22], Plots [AB23], Plotting [WLL20], Point [LR22], Points [DP20]. Poisson [HB22a, WA22], Policies [HL22], Pool [Spi23], Positive [TWET21], Posterior [LB21, SY21, SH22b]. Power
9

[Chr22b, GH22b, HYW23, Har22b, KMG+21]. **Powerful** [WSCP22].

pp [Ben21, Boo21, BS20b, Che21, CF22, Fle22, FA20, Joh20, Kim20b, Knu21, Lee21, Lun20, MV20, Par20, Per22a, Rot22, Shi20, Ste22, Wel20, Wel21, You21].

**Practical** [Bar22, BS20b, KBS22, SH22b, Wan23]. **Practice** [Che20, Fre21, LBV+22]. **Pragmatic** [Bar22, BS20b, KBS22, SH22b, Wan23].

**Practical** [Che20, Fre21, LBV+22]. **Pragmatic** [LJ20].

**Prediction** [Ald21, BKL+22, Chr22a, Lip23, SLS22, YRD22, ZZNN20]. **Predictive** [BS20b].

**Presence** [GOIRS21]. **Press** [Ben21, BS20b, Che21, FA20, Joh20, Kim20b, Lee21, Lun20, MV20, Per22a, Rot22, Shi20, Ste22, Wel20, You21].

**Price** [Kva21]. **Primer** [Kim20a]. **Principles** [You21].

**Prior** [HYW23].

**Prioritization** [KS21]. **Priors** [Kli22, Mul23, vZG22, PW21].

**Prism** [BdBG+22]. **Probabilistic** [Ngu21, YRD22]. **Probabilities** [Bic21b, SH22b].

**Probability** [Fle21b, PS21, QSL23, Seg21, SY21, SH22b, WLL20, Wel20, Rot22, You21].

**Problem** [HHL21, Per22a, Rei21, dMSNK23].

**Procedure** [LMB21].

**Process** [Mul23, Qiu20]. **Processes** [Fle21b]. **produce** [Hof21].

**Product** [QSL23]. **Product-Limit** [QSL23]. **Profiles** [EIS20].

**Programming** [HGK+22].

**Projections** [Wal20].

**Propensity** [KBF21].

**Proper** [BM20, KBS22].

**Properties** [De 20].

**Property** [NR22].

**Proportions** [LR20, SH22a].

**Proposal** [vZG22].

**Pseudo** [ZBB+22]. **Pseudo-Ranks** [ZBB+22].

**Publication** [HL22]. **Publish** [Swa20]. **Published** [LD21].

**Qin** [KX20]. **Quadrant** [TWET21]. **Quantitative** [Wan23].

**Quetelet** [Gal20].

**R** [Bus21, Ni22, Kim20a, TT21, Ben21, Lee21, Lun20, Rot22, Shi20, Joh20].

**Raftery** [Shi20]. **Raise** [JDC20].

**Random** [BMS21, Cha23, Hof21, Ngu21, SLS22, SW21, XGH+20, ZZNN20].

**Randomization** [KK22].

**Randomized** [GFHK20].

**Randomness** [HDM21].

**Ranking** [ZBB+22].

**Ranks** [BD21, Zha21a, ZBB+22].

**Rare** [WSCP22].

**Rate** [HL22]. **Ratings** [SCW20].

**Ratio** [FO21, MWM22, WLL20].

**Raton** [Ben21, BS20b, Che21, Joh20, Lee21, Lun20, MV20, Rot22, Ste22, Wel20, You21].

**Re** [SRSK22].

**Re-exploring** [SRK22].

**Readmissions** [PS21].

**Real** [YRD22, ZZ21].

**Real-Time** [YRD22].

**Recapture** [MV20].

**Recommendations** [BB19, DH22b, Fot20].

**Reconnecting** [SY21].

**Reconstructing** [GY22].

**Recursive** [HJB21].

**Reduction** [Spi23]. **Reenactments** [HB22a].

**Regions** [WLL20].

**Regression** [BBB+21, DP20, Lee21, LZ20, PS21, SLS22].

**Regret** [RY22].

**Rejoinder** [GH22b]. **Related** [Arn20, Zha21a].

**Relative** [DND+20, VW21, Zha21b].

**Repaired** [JDC20].

**Replicability** [HHL21, Seg21].

**Replicable** [HL22].

**Reporting** [Spi23].

**Representation** [KP20].

**Research** [HL22].

**Residential** [NCK+22].

**Response** [AGK+21, HJJ20, LAMM22, MH21, SCW20, Zha21c].

**Restricted** [Kli22].

**Rethinking** [Knu21]. **Return** [LL20]. **Reversals** [PS21].

**Review** [Ben21, Boo21, BS20b, Che21, CF22, Fle22, FA20, Joh20, Kim20b, Knu21].
KGL\textsuperscript{+21}, Lee\textsuperscript{21}, LCHL\textsuperscript{22}, Lun\textsuperscript{20}, MV\textsuperscript{20}, Ni\textsuperscript{22}, Par\textsuperscript{20}, Per\textsuperscript{22a}, Rot\textsuperscript{22}, Shi\textsuperscript{20}, Ste\textsuperscript{22}, Wel\textsuperscript{20}, Wel\textsuperscript{21}, You\textsuperscript{21}. Revisited [KP\textsuperscript{20}, Man\textsuperscript{20}, Tar\textsuperscript{20}]. Revisiting [Gho\textsuperscript{20}]. Right [Kva\textsuperscript{21}]. Risk [Wan\textsuperscript{23}]. Roback [Lee\textsuperscript{21}]. Robert [Fle\textsuperscript{21a}]. Robustified [LBM\textsuperscript{21}]. Robustness [GGK\textsuperscript{20}]. Roger [MH\textsuperscript{21}]. ROPE [LMB\textsuperscript{21}]. Row [Kva\textsuperscript{21}]. Russell [Wel\textsuperscript{21}].

\begin{itemize}
\item S [Lun\textsuperscript{20}]. Saeed [Fle\textsuperscript{21b}]. Safety [War\textsuperscript{23}]. Sample [An\textsuperscript{22}, Bla\textsuperscript{20}, KMG\textsuperscript{+21}, KGL\textsuperscript{+21}, McI\textsuperscript{22}, YK\textsuperscript{21}]. Samples [EIS\textsuperscript{20}].
\item Sampling [BMS\textsuperscript{21}]. SAS [Wel\textsuperscript{21}, Wel\textsuperscript{21}]. Savage [MWM\textsuperscript{22}]. Scaled [Man\textsuperscript{20}, Tar\textsuperscript{20}, vZG\textsuperscript{22}]. Science [Ben\textsuperscript{21}, KPC\textsuperscript{+20}, Per\textsuperscript{22b}, Shi\textsuperscript{20}, YW\textsuperscript{20}, Kin\textsuperscript{20b}]. Sciences [MV\textsuperscript{20}]. Score [KBF\textsuperscript{21}]. Scott [Boo\textsuperscript{21}]. Second [ZSB\textsuperscript{22}]. Second-Generation [ZSB\textsuperscript{22}].
\item See [EIS\textsuperscript{20}]. Segregation [NCK\textsuperscript{+22}]. Selection [BS\textsuperscript{20b}, Har\textsuperscript{22a}, RP\textsuperscript{21}, ZSB\textsuperscript{22}]. Selective [Han\textsuperscript{20}, JDC\textsuperscript{20}]. Semi [LJ\textsuperscript{22}]. Semi-Supervised [LJ\textsuperscript{22}]. Seminar [Bil\textsuperscript{22}]. Senn [CF\textsuperscript{22}]. Series [Lun\textsuperscript{20}, MB\textsuperscript{20}, MGM\textsuperscript{20}]. Service [Han\textsuperscript{20}, JDC\textsuperscript{20}]. Set [CMB\textsuperscript{20}, JSHZ\textsuperscript{21}].
\item Set-Up [CMB\textsuperscript{20}]. Sets [Kli\textsuperscript{22}]. Seventeen [Wel\textsuperscript{20}]. Shared [Cha\textsuperscript{23}]. Shining [SLS\textsuperscript{22}]. Shiny [Gra\textsuperscript{20}]. Short [CMB\textsuperscript{20}, FO\textsuperscript{21}, Wel\textsuperscript{20}]. Short-Term [FO\textsuperscript{21}]. Should [Swa\textsuperscript{20}]. Shumway [Lun\textsuperscript{20}]. Sided [Mc\textsuperscript{22}, SY\textsuperscript{21}]. Sign [Bic\textsuperscript{21b}, HY\textsuperscript{23}, PS\textsuperscript{21}]. Significance [Ber\textsuperscript{21}, Bic\textsuperscript{21b}, Bic\textsuperscript{21a}, MH\textsuperscript{20}, MH\textsuperscript{21}]. Simple [Mc\textsuperscript{22}]. Simpson [DND\textsuperscript{+20}]. Size [KMG\textsuperscript{+21}, KGL\textsuperscript{+21}, McI\textsuperscript{22}]. Skills [LJ\textsuperscript{20}]. Slowly [EM\textsuperscript{22}]. Slugging [Van\textsuperscript{21}, GWJ\textsuperscript{22}]. Small [Bla\textsuperscript{20}, NCK\textsuperscript{+22}]. Small-Area [NCK\textsuperscript{+22}]. Small-Sample [Bla\textsuperscript{20}]. Smith [Kim\textsuperscript{20b}, Per\textsuperscript{22a}]. Snow [LL\textsuperscript{20}]. Social [MV\textsuperscript{20}]. Solka [Ni\textsuperscript{22}]. Solved [Ret\textsuperscript{21}]. Solving [dMSNK\textsuperscript{23}]. Some [Oga\textsuperscript{20}].
\item Sons [CF\textsuperscript{22}]. Sparse [MSS\textsuperscript{21}]. Spatial [CT\textsuperscript{22}, DMD\textsuperscript{21}, HB\textsuperscript{22b}, ZH\textsuperscript{22}]. Spatio [Bus\textsuperscript{21}]. Spatio-Temporal [Bus\textsuperscript{21}]. Spearman [vdHZ\textsuperscript{22}]. Specified [JSHZ\textsuperscript{21}, Wal\textsuperscript{20}]. Speegle [Rot\textsuperscript{22}]. Spiegelhalter [Par\textsuperscript{20}]. Sports [Swa\textsuperscript{20}]. Spotlight [SLS\textsuperscript{22}]. Square [GGK\textsuperscript{20}]. Stage [KMG\textsuperscript{+21}]. Standard [VZG\textsuperscript{22}]. State [DH\textsuperscript{22b}]. States [CT\textsuperscript{22}, Statistical [BH\textsuperscript{21}, Ber\textsuperscript{21}, BdBG\textsuperscript{+22}, FH\textsuperscript{21}, HK\textsuperscript{+22}, HHL\textsuperscript{21}, HDOV\textsuperscript{22}, LBV\textsuperscript{+22}, LJ\textsuperscript{20}, LJ\textsuperscript{22}, MH\textsuperscript{20}, MH\textsuperscript{21}, NCK\textsuperscript{+22}, Qin\textsuperscript{20}, Spi\textsuperscript{23}, You\textsuperscript{21}, CF\textsuperscript{22}]. Statistician [HJQ\textsuperscript{20b}, JDC\textsuperscript{20}, Fot\textsuperscript{20}, KX\textsuperscript{20}, MH\textsuperscript{21}, Tar\textsuperscript{20}, WV\textsuperscript{21}]. Statistics [Bil\textsuperscript{22}, Bus\textsuperscript{21}, Che\textsuperscript{21}, DH\textsuperscript{22a}, FA\textsuperscript{20}, Fre\textsuperscript{21}, HMD\textsuperscript{21}, JDC\textsuperscript{20}, Par\textsuperscript{20}, Per\textsuperscript{22b}, Rot\textsuperscript{22}, Ste\textsuperscript{22}]. Stein [WA\textsuperscript{22}]. Stem [Hoa\textsuperscript{20}]. Stem-and-Leaf [Hoa\textsuperscript{20}]. Stephen [CF\textsuperscript{22}]. Stewart [Fle\textsuperscript{22}]. Stochastic [Fle\textsuperscript{21b}]. Stoffer [Lun\textsuperscript{20}]. Stories [Wel\textsuperscript{20}]. Strategies [BMS\textsuperscript{21}]. Strategy [KM\textsuperscript{20}]. Strength [Kli\textsuperscript{22}, Spi\textsuperscript{23}]. Stroup [Wel\textsuperscript{21}]. Structure [AGK\textsuperscript{+21}, LBV\textsuperscript{+22}]. Structures [JSHZ\textsuperscript{21}, SW\textsuperscript{21}]. Student [JDC\textsuperscript{20}]. Students [Bil\textsuperscript{22}, Fre\textsuperscript{21}]. Studies [WSC\textsuperscript{22}, Che\textsuperscript{21}]. Study [AB\textsuperscript{23}, FSOW\textsuperscript{21}, HY\textsuperscript{23}, PG\textsuperscript{22}]. Supervised [LJ\textsuperscript{22}]. Sure [CMB\textsuperscript{20}]. Surfaces [FG\textsuperscript{20}]. Surprises [Wel\textsuperscript{20}]. Surrogate [FG\textsuperscript{20}]. Survey [BdBG\textsuperscript{+22}]. Survival [FSOW\textsuperscript{21}]. Susan [FA\textsuperscript{20}]. System [vDJ\textsuperscript{20}]. Szabo [Char\textsuperscript{20}].
\end{itemize}
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